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When referring to external work or referencing an entire work but not directly quoting the material, you only
need to make reference to the author and year of publication and not the page number in your citation. This
page provides important details for your readers, so it is important to learn how to write a title that accurately
yet briefly relates what your paper is about. Research Question 2: How do biometric measures correlate with
self-reported measures of visual appeal? Once you have completed these steps, spend a little time editing your
paper and reviewing your finished APA paper to be sure that all of the formatting is accurate. Chen discusses
several relationships revealed in this study. Try it out! Answering these questions has the potential to provide a
method of justification for design changes, ranging from minor tweak to complete rebrands. Mirroring has
been found to be instrumental in the development of performative gender roles Klinge and Rogers,  According
to Belafonte , Harlem was full of artists and musicians in the late s. Verb tense used in referring to other works
APA style requires authors to use past tense or present perfect tense NOT present tense when using signal
phrases to refer to or discuss previous research. This data was analyzed, in Table 2, to discover relationships
between the independent and dependent variables, as well as relationships between certain dependent
variables. Multiple research studies have shown that human memory is far from static. Start on a fresh, clean
document. This study aims to ensure the validity of a visual design assessment instrument Visual Aesthetics of
Websites Inventory: Short version by examining its relationship with biometric variables , like galvanic skin
response, pupillometry, and fixation information. Begin by doing your research and writing your paper, but be
sure to keep a careful record of all your references. This can be dangerous if a researcher chooses to solely rely
on self-report methods to test a hypothesis. In addition, failing to acknowledge the work of others can lead to
accusations of plagiarism, which in turn can lead to consequences such as a failing grade or even getting fired
from your job. The final step is to indicate where the source was referenced i. Formatting of the reference list,
or bibliography, is represented in the following manner: References indented one-half inch from the left
margin. Do not translate them into Arabic numerals. Number of Authors. Use Times New Roman, pt size.
Reference Section: The reference section is where you include any and all references that were used to write
your APA paper. During this assessment we collected GSR, facial expressions limited by errors in initial study
configuration , pupillary response, and fixation data using iMotions software coupled with a Tobii eye tracker,
Shimmer GSR device, and Affdex facial expression analysis toolkit. The emperor of any place. Overall, we
are interested in answering two questions: Research Question 1: Can attitudinal changes regarding substantial
website redesigns be captured using biometric measures? The results of the first enzyme study Chen et al. The
volume or page numbers of the referenced material are put in parenthesis. The American Psychological
Association contains members who work or study in the field of psychology. For example, a lab report might
be structured a bit differently than a case study or critique paper. APA format title page An APA format title
page should include the title of your paper, your name, and the school, college or university where you study.
Scroll down and take a peek at our APA format essay example towards the bottom of this page. To achieve
this, insert page numbers flush right. Then the name of the reference is cited. To this end, we hope to
demonstrate that biometric measurements can be used with questionnaires to verify and validate potential
design changes a company or organization might want to implement. Title Page : Your title page should
contain a running head, the title of the paper, your name and your school affiliation. It is simply a written
paper that follows APA format , the official writing format of the American Psychological Association.
Showing a time, age, or date a. The importance of using proper citations cannot be understated. Other APA
formatting number rules to keep in mind: Always include a zero before a decimal point 0.


